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	Programming Microsoft ASP.NET, 9780735619036 (0735619034), Microsoft Press, 2003
Advance your expertise with ASP.NET and the Microsoft .NET Framework 1.1—and  build dynamic Web solutions that can run across multiple browsers and mobile  devices. This guide expertly balances coverage of ASP.NET infrastructure with  practical, hands-on examples you can modify for your own Web applications and  services. As you examine the ASP.NET infrastructure—including the HTTP runtime,  standard and custom controls, configuration, and security issues—you’ll learn  techniques and best practices for building high-performance, effective, and  functional solutions. Whether you’re creating a dynamic portal application or a  corporate intranet, this must-read reference demonstrates how to use ASP.NET to  accelerate your productivity—and shave precious hours off your development  time.

Discover how to:

	Access data using Microsoft ADO.NET  
	Master the DataGrid control to display, edit, and page through data  
	Program page forms to enable multiple forms and pop-up windows  
	Use ASP.NET mobile controls to write one application that can run on  multiple devices  
	Write stateful session-based Web services  
	Reuse common UI elements across applications with Web Forms user controls  
	User inheritance to modify existing ASP.NET controls for your own programs  
	Create data-bound and templated custom controls from scratch  
	Deliver dynamically generated images to the Web with GDI+  
	Learn state management techniques that help optimize scalability  
	Get best practices for writing code that helps resist attack  
	Configure ASP.NET files for deployment and fine-tune application performance   
	Configure the HTTP pipeline to serve ASP.NET pages 
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Professional Android Application Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional Android Application Development    

    Offering an open development environment, Android represents an exciting new opportunity to write innovative applications for mobile devices. This book provides you with a hands-on guide to building these applications using the Android software development kit. It...


		

Artificial Neural Networks in Finance and ManufacturingIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Two of the most important factors contributing to national and international economy are processing of information for accurate financial forecasting and decision making as well as processing of information for efficient control of manufacturing systems for increased productivity. The associated problems are very complex and conventional methods...

		

Software Test Attacks to Break Mobile and Embedded Devices (Chapman & Hall/CRC Innovations in Software Engineering and Software Development Series)Routledge, 2013

	Address Errors before Users Find Them

	Using a mix-and-match approach, Software Test Attacks to Break Mobile and Embedded Devices presents an attack basis for testing mobile and embedded systems. Designed for testers working in the ever-expanding world of "smart" devices driven by software, the book...





	

Replication: Theory and PracticeSpringer, 2010

	Replication is a topic of interest in the distributed computing, distributed systems, and database communities. Although these communities have traditionally looked at replication from different viewpoints and with different goals (e.g., performance versus fault tolerance), recent developments have led to a convergence of these different...


		

Blitzkrieg: From the Ground UpCasemate, 2017

	An examination of the German Blitzkrieg operations from Poland to Operation Barbarossa, as experienced by junior commanders and enlisted men, exploring why they were so successful.

	

	The successes of the German Blitzkrieg in 1939–41 were as surprising as they were swift. Allied...


		

Gene Regulation: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2013

	In recognition of monumental impact of gene expression in producing normal and abnor-

	mal cellular states, we are pleased to offer the scientific community a volume on Gene

	Regulation, Methods and Protocols. The goal is to provide scientists in academia, food, and

	pharmaceutical industry, as well as public institutions, complementary...
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